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Abstract. Billions of people live with visual and/or hearing impairments. Regrettably, their access to systems remains delayed,
leaving them socially excluded. The need for universal access of next-generation systems and users’ inclusion is paramount.
We pose that a smart society should respond to this crucial need. Following ability-based design principles, we introduce a
simulated social robot that adapts to users’ sensory abilities. Its working was assessed via a Rock–Paper–Scissors game in an
Intelligent Environment (IE), using three modes: where the user is able to see and hear, only see, or only hear. With this game,
two user-studies were conducted using the UMUX-LITE usability score, an expectation rating, and the gap between experience
and expectation, complemented with two open questions. A repeated measures Multivariate ANalysis Of VAriance (MANOVA)
on the data from study 1 unveiled an overall difference between the three modes, F(6, 6) = 6.823, η2

p = .872, p = .017.
Users expected applications to be harder to use with a disability, especially a visual impairment. All modes were considered
accessible, with the experience exceeding expectations for the mode with a hearing impairment. In parallel, substantial variance
was observed across participants and the results from the open questions suggested improvements. To reduce this variance and
increase system stability, study 2 was run with an enhanced design. A repeated measures MANOVA on the data from study 2
confirmed study 1’s findings, F(6, 6) = 12.801, η2

p = .928, p = .003. Moreover, experiences exceeded expectations in all
modes and the variance among participants was substantially decreased. We conclude that IE applications managed by a social
robot can be adapted to user’s sensory abilities, improving smart society’s accessibility, and, hence, reducing social exclusion.
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1. Introduction

According to the World Health Organization, more than 1.5 billion people currently experience some degree of
hearing loss and at least 2.2 billion people live with a vision impairment. As the aging population continues to
grow, both numbers are expected to increase, with a projected 2.5 billion people with hearing loss by 2050, and
a growing prevalence of various eye conditions [62,63]. Hearing loss and visual impairments frequently result in
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social isolation and loneliness [12,48]. This is due to information deprivation which stems from limited access to
essential information and communication that those without impairments typically enjoy [12]. It became even more
evident during the COVID pandemic, where individuals with sensory impairments experienced more emotional
distress and social isolation in part because of unadapted technologies [32,37]. Such facts reveal the importance
to take into account individuals with diverse sensory abilities when developing new technologies [49]. The same
application should be made as accessible to someone with an impairment as it is to someone without one; thus,
preventing social exclusion [15,24,53].

Digital technology is taking humanity through its longest phase of evolution on a socio-economic level, since
the birth of computers to the current omnipresence of connected items such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, or
smartwatches [28]. The issue relative to the achievement of universal access in technological advances lies in the
persistent delay in providing access to individuals with disabilities. The thought of universal access is rarely in-
corporated during the initial conception stages of new technological devices; instead it tends to be deferred until
after the product is finished [1,9,16]. This delay presents two major problems. Firstly, individuals with disabilities
are excluded during this time as they cannot use the system, which creates a digital divide [29,44]. Secondly, in-
troducing accessibility features post-development is considerably more challenging than if it had been taken into
consideration from the start. Consequently, the resultant accessibility measures often fall short of achieving equal
accessibility for individuals with disabilities and those without [9]. Similarly, older adults, who usually experience
a loss in their physical and/or cognitive abilities, do not have the same acceptance of technology as younger adults,
highlighting once again the need to think of accessibility for users with diverse capacities [26,38]. On a more opti-
mistic note, technology keeps evolving, and we are now surrounded not only by isolated devices, but by networks
of devices communicating together, which offer real opportunities for universal access. This is commonly referred
to as ambient intelligence, internet of things, smart, or Intelligent Environments (IE) [5].

IE have been an area of research for around two decades [5,20], and are now tangible with the availability of
embedded systems (i.e. smartwatches) and virtual assistants in our own homes, such as Google Home or Alexa from
Amazon. IE are defined as physical spaces enriched with sensors, associated with an ambient intelligence that deals
with the information gathered from these sensors [5]. The components of an IE are orchestrated in order to interact
with the spaces’ occupant(s) in a sensible way, and enhance their experience. With the current rapid technological
evolution, IE are expected to become omnipresent, making universal access one of the seven grand challenges for
living and interacting in such technology-augmented environments [22,42,50]. Therefore, it is crucial to incorporate
the needs, requirements, and preferences of all individual users when designing applications in IE [13,40]. If these
elements are constantly ignored, dire consequences could follow, such as the social exclusion for certain users [21].
Indeed, the fast development of new technologies leads to a digital divide where vulnerable people, usually older
adults and people with disabilities, do not have access to new technologies because of their disabilities. To prevent
this gap from getting larger, accessibility and inclusion are paramount when designing new applications in IE [43].

Box 1.1 (Definitions of sensory disabilities, adopted from [2]).

– Sensory disability usually refers to the impairment of the senses such as sight, hearing, taste, touch, smell,
and/or spatial awareness. It mainly covers conditions of visual impairment, blindness, hearing loss, and
deafness.

– Visual impairment: Decrease or severe reduction in vision that cannot be corrected with standard glasses
or contact lenses and reduces an individual’s ability to function at specific or all tasks.

– Blindness: Profound inability to distinguish light from dark or the total inability to see.
– Hearing loss: Decrease in hearing sensitivity of any level.
– Deafness: Profound or total loss of hearing in both the ears.

Note: In this study, we use a binary approach towards sensory abilities: participants either have the ability
to see or hear, or they do not. So, to convey information, the system cannot rely on visuals in case of a visual
impairment (i.e., from low vision to blindness) or on sounds in case of a hearing impairment (i.e., from hearing
loss to deafness).
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IE need to provide accessibility for users with varying sensory abilities from the moment they are released. This
will avoid the waiting of post-development accessibility features or the release of assistive technologies tailored
to the needs of each user to be able to use applications in IE. To tackle this problem, we propose that using a
social robot as intelligent agent in the IE to select appropriate modalities of interaction can secure accessibility
for users with varying sensory abilities. We present an interactive application with the social robot Haru [25] in
its virtual environment. The system adapts to the user’s sensory abilities by adjusting the modalities employed
(cf. [52]). Previous work with Haru made use of multimodality for the robot’s perception and understanding of the
surrounding environment [47]. Here, we especially focused on multimodality for a suitable communication between
the social robot and the user. Our aim was to perform a user-study to verify the accessibility of the application when
confronted with different sensory disabilities, namely hearing loss and vision impairment, as defined in Box 1.1.
This paper sheds light on how IE with social robots can be used to promote accessibility, and so, from the conception
phase of new systems. Section 2 presents the related work in this field. Section 3 introduces the selected application,
including a presentation of the social robot Haru. Subsequently, Sections 4 and 5 delineate the initial user-study and
its follow-up counterpart, encompassing a description of the adapted design’s implementation, the proceedings of
each user-study, and the resultant findings. Lastly, Sections 6 and 7 summarize and discuss the key outcomes of the
present work, and explores potential avenues for future advancements in the field.

2. Related work

The design of new technologies should always take into account the diversity of human abilities. Nevertheless,
interviews of senior user-experience professionals showed that considerations linked to accessibility mainly focus
on vision-related challenges and are often “somewhat superficial”. Many also reported that their formal education
did not give them the necessary and appropriate knowledge and tools for accessibility considerations [46]. Even
navigating unfamiliar websites can still be a challenge nowadays for individuals with visual impairments [7].

When new technological devices are created, the conception and development often include assumptions about
the user’s abilities. Only individuals aligning with these initial assumptions can effectively use the devices once they
are out, therefore excluding a significant portion of the user population [9,60,61]. After a certain delay, accessibility
features post-development are introduced, which is more challenging from a development point of view and rarely
achieve equitable accessibility for users with disabilities compared to the users without any [9]. Elements from
traditional assistive technologies can help the user “compensate” for the abilities the system assumes they have in
order for the user to be able to use the system. In this scenario, the user is the one adapting to the system [60,61].
In contrast, ability-based design refrains from making any initial assumptions on the user’s abilities by providing a
system that can adapt to various ones [60,61]. Given ability-design is the only approach among the three described
that addresses accessibility for users with diverse sensory disabilities from the conception phase, we employ this
principle in this paper. This involves configuring the system to employ distinct modalities for communication,
adapting to the user’s specific sensory abilities. Figure 1 provides a summary of these three different approaches.

Concerning IE, application designs that cater to sensory disabilities have been previously considered. Usually,
the presented application targets one specific sensory disability: either visual or hearing impairments. For instance,
AmIE [30] is an Ambient Intelligent Environment directed to users with visual impairments for indoor positioning
and navigation. Another example is Apollo SignSound [17], which was designed to integrate sign language in IE
for users suffering from hearing loss. There are some rare cases where several disabilities are addressed at once,
mainly through guidelines on how to create an accessible application. Obrenović et al. [41] and Kartakis et al. [31]
proposed respectively a methodological framework and tools to assist designers in developing universally accessible
user interfaces. However, to the best of our knowledge, applications in IE that considers the requirements of users
with various sensory disabilities have not been presented [57]. When considering applications with social robots, the
same assessment holds. Most of the existing applications can only be operated by users with no sensory disability or
considering a specific one, with only limited research focusing on several at once. Mixed abilities are occasionally
considered, but refer to the same sense. An illustration is Metatla et al. [39], where an educational game that fits the
requirements of both children with and without visual impairments is proposed. The game includes children with
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Fig. 1. Three different approaches for accessibility in a system: (a) post-development accessibility features, (b) adaptations from the user to align
with the system requirements via Assistive Technologies (AT), and (c) ability-based design. All users can have various sensory abilities. In this
figure, we represent different sensory abilities through shapes, with three users.

mixed abilities, but solely linked to the sense of sight. In this paper, we include three various sensory abilities: visual
impairment, hearing impairment, or no impairment.

On the one hand, intelligent agents in IE can be seen as butlers, aware of the environment and their owner’s
(user) attributes, and acting on their behalf [51]. The owner’s attributes could include their sensory abilities, and the
butler-agent should be able to act accordingly. These agents can be embodied and take a robotic form. Users expect
a social robot to act as an assistant or once again, as a butler, rather than a friend [18]. Adaptability to the user has
an important role in human acceptance towards social robots, thus giving a social robot the possibility to take into
account its owner’s capacities and adapt to them is key for long-term use [19]. Intelligent agents and robotic agents
are expected to be part of IE [35]: they can be used for intelligence in healthcare [56], for well-being [54], and
they could prove useful to promote accessibility [50,52]. On the other hand, IE imply technological richness which
allows for multimodal applications, both in terms of inputs from the user and outputs from the system, to create
suitable interactions [40,50]. This variety offered by multimodality has the potential to lead to universal access in IE
[14]. For instance, older adults, who usually experience some degree of vision loss, could benefit from multimodal
devices [64]. Following these two lines of thought, we propose that using an intelligent agent in the form of a
social robot as a butler managing the IE, and interacting with the user through different modalities is helpful for
accessibility [59].

3. Design

This section introduces the social robot Haru [25] from the Honda Research Institute, with its appearance and
capabilities. It also presents the chosen application to implement where multimodal interactions are possible and the
general proceedings. The design and general proceedings described in this section are identical for both user-studies
presented in Sections 4 and 5.

3.1. The social robot Haru

The main element of the IE is the social robot Haru [25]. Haru is a tabletop robot able to speak, hear, see with the
help of cameras, and show different emotional states. The physical robot was not available to the researchers at this
time; therefore, Haru is used in its virtual environment. As we are investigating the benefits of an intelligent agent
managing an IE for the application’s inputs and outputs methods, having the agent in its embodied or virtual form
does not alter its management of the IE.

Figure 2 demonstrates that Haru’s eyes can help strengthen the expression of affective states. Only happy and sad
are shown in Fig. 2, but the possibilities are numerous: surprised, guilty, bored, angry, . . . All tasks were implemented
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Fig. 2. Eyes’ display of the social robot Haru to express emotional states (a, b) and to show its choice in the Rock–Paper–Scissors game (c, d, e).

on Haru with the Robot Operating System (ROS) and Python code. The ROS architecture – in terms of nodes,
services, and topics – used for Haru’s virtual environment is identical to the one existing for the physical robot. In
other words, all the motions, facial expressions, and behaviours demonstrated by the robot in the virtual environment
can equally be achieved with the actual robot. In an IE, the robot should be enhanced with cameras to see the user and
keep eye contact (cf. [58]), multiple screens could be used as well. For this prototype, the screens are implemented
by different windows that appear around Haru in the virtual environment. Instead of the cameras we would use in
the IE, the embedded camera from the computer with the virtual environment is used. In this prototype, Haru, acting
as manager of the virtual IE, receives information from the camera, the microphone, and the clicks on the computer.
To communicate with the user and convey information, Haru is able to interact through visuals – in its eyes or on
the various windows on the screen –, sounds, and facial expressions.

3.2. Rock–Paper–Scissors

Following the goal of designing an application with a social robot accessible to users with various sensory abili-
ties, the first choice to make concerns the game to implement. We chose the Rock–Paper–Scissors game for several
reasons. First, it is a relatively simple application which suits us as the complexity of the application is of no interest
for this research. Second, to play this game, communication between the user and the robot must go both ways
as each player must be able to communicate with the other. A lot of information must be conveyed to the user:
they must understand what the robot is playing, and they must be able to easily keep track of the score. Last, in
previous work, Haru was implemented with the Rock–Paper–Scissors game to be evaluated as a telepresence robot
to enhance social interaction between two physically separated users [11]. Therefore, all the necessary designs to
play the game with Haru were already available and were kept. Indeed, Haru’s eyes can be used as small screens to
display elements such as Rock, Paper, or Scissors, as shown in Figs 2c, 2d, and 2e.

Rock–Paper–Scissors has already been implemented on robots [3,27]. Ahn et al. [3] used a four-fingered robotic
hand to play the game, associated with a camera to recognize the hand motion of the participant. Hasuda et al. [27]
used a social robot, also using a camera to recognize the user’s hand motions. The robot responds with facial
expressions depending on the outcome of the game. In both examples, vision and hearing are essential to be part
of the game and understand its proceedings. Therefore, the game cannot be played by a user living with visual or
hearing impairments. The aim of the present research was to demonstrate that a social robot acting as manager of
an IE can allow users with various sensory abilities to experience an application with the same ease of use. To that
effect, we created a Rock–Paper–Scissors game with an ability-based design where the social robot – in its virtual
environment – manages the inputs and outputs of the IE to adapt to the sensory abilities (namely sight and hearing)
of its user.

This application begins by a short introduction from Haru where the proceedings of the game are explained,
then the game starts. Each round consists of both the user and the robot simultaneously making a choice between
Rock, Paper, and Scissors after a countdown from 3 to 1. Once both choices are stated, the winner of the round is
determined. The rules are as follows: Rock smashes Scissors, Scissors cuts Paper, and Paper covers Rock. The user
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Table 1

Adaptation of the first design for user perception (top part) and interaction (bottom part)

User’s abilities See and hear Only see Only hear

Score board � � ✗

Subtitles ✗ � ✗

Face tracking � � ✗

Haru says the score ✗ ✗ �
Haru shows its choice � � ✗

Haru states its choice ✗ ✗ �

Buttons board � � ✗

Speech recognition ✗ ✗ �

Fig. 3. First design of the Rock–Paper–Scissors application with Haru’s virtual environment for a user only able to see and not hear. For a user
able to see and hear, the interface is similar, without subtitles. For a user only able to hear and not see, a black screen is displayed.

can, after each round, either decide to continue or to stop the game. Before finishing, Haru states the final score and
the winner of the game.

4. Study 1: Multimodality for perception and interaction

In this section, the first user study is presented. It includes the adapted design of the application, the study design,
the obtained results, and a discussion. It corresponds to our work published in [45]. We extend our previous work
with a second user-study in Section 5, performed with an improved design of the application.

4.1. Adapted design

Three modes of perception are considered in this study: the user is able to see and to hear, to see but not to hear,
or to hear but not to see. The proceedings of the game vary accordingly to these distinct modes, see Table 1.

The application stays very similar when the user is able to see and hear, and when the user is only able to see as
most information is conveyed through visuals. The only difference is the subtitles added at the bottom of the screen
when the user cannot hear, see Fig. 3. Throughout the game, Haru speaks to the user – through sound or subtitles –,
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and expresses different feelings: Haru looks happy – see Fig. 2a – when it wins a round or the game, and sad – see
Fig. 2b – when it loses.

For each round, the user makes their choice by clicking on the buttons board on the left side of the screen. At
the same time the user clicks on the button, Haru displays its own choice through its eyes as shown in Figs 2c, 2d,
and 2e. The interface continuously displays the current score on the top right corner of the screen. Additionally, face
tracking is implemented with the camera so that Haru can always be looking in the direction of the participant. To
decide whether to continue or stop the game, the user is presented with a pop-up window containing a Yes or No
alternative to pursue the game.

When the user is only able to hear, the interactions through clicks are replaced with speech recognition (with the
Google speech-to-text API in Python), with the user stating their choices aloud. Haru states the current score aloud
at the beginning of each round. To express its feelings, Haru uses small vocalizations sounding either happy or sad.

4.2. Methods

A within-subjects user-study with 12 participants was conducted. All participants shared the same work profile.
All were part of the department of Information and Computing Sciences from Utrecht University, Utrecht, the
Netherlands. All interactions in the application were in English in which all participants were fluent.

The three modes – see and hear (SH), see but not hear (S), and hear but not see (H) – were tried by each participant
with a randomized order of the modes. There are 6 possible combinations for the modes’ order, each done by 2
participants. All participants from the study were able to see and to hear. Therefore the sound from the computer
was cut for mode S and the application displayed a black screen for mode H.

Two standardized usability questionnaires and two open questions were used to provide insights on the usability
of the application for the different modes, see Table 2. The Usability Metric for User Experience (UMUX-LITE) is
a 2-item standardized questionnaire, which rates the usability of a particular application, the higher the score being
the better [36]. Both items are rated on a 7-point Likert scale, from “Strongly disagree” (1) to “Strongly agree” (7).
To aid interpretation, the scores of these items need to be transformed in order to correspond to the scores from
the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [36]. For that purpose, the following linear regression from [36] is
applied:

UMUX-LITE = 0.65 ·
[[

(item1 − 1) + (item2 − 1)
] · 100

12

]
+ 22.9, (1)

where item1 and item2 are the scores on the 7-point Likert scale for each item of the UMUX-LITE. The operations
performed inside the square brackets allow to have a result in the interval [0,100]. The rest of the equation is applied
to compensate for the small but statistically significant difference that was found in previous work between the
UMUX-LITE and the full UMUX version of the questionnaire [36]. The UMUX-LITE adjusted score therefore
ranges between 22.9 and 87.9.

The second questionnaire chosen was the Expectation Ratings (ER) [4]. It consists in collecting the expectation
of an application’s ease of use before using it, and then the actual experienced ease of use of that same application.
Similarly to the UMUX-LITE, it can be rated on a 7-point Likert scale which results in being able to use the second

Table 2

Questionnaires and open questions filled in by the participant

Questionnaire Item

ER [4] I expect the application to be easy to use knowing that I am able 〈mode〉a.

UMUX-LITE [36] This application capabilities meet my requirements.

This application is easy to use.

Open questions Which mode suited you the best/the least, and why?

Can you think of elements that might improve the application’s accessibility?
a〈mode〉 =“to see and hear”, “to see but not hear”, or “to hear but not see”.
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item of UMUX-LITE as the second item of ER as well, i.e. the one linked to the experienced ease of use. The
ER can give two distinct information about accessibility in applications: first, the expectation ratings can show
what the participants expect when they are in a situation with a disability (i.e. no hearing or no vision), and when
they are not. The ratings directly corresponds to the score given on the 7-point Likert scale, thus ranging from 1
to 7. Secondly, the gap between experiences and expectations informs about whether the proposed adapted design
exceeded, matched, or subceeded the participant’s expectations considering the mode they were in. It is calculated
as follows:

Gap = Experience[1−7] − Expectation[1−7], (2)

where Experience and Expectation corresponds to the two items of the ER questionnaire, thus each ranging from 1
to 7. Therefore, the gap between experience and expectation ranges from −6 to 6.

The experiment protocol was as follows: the participant was welcomed, invited to sit down in front of the com-
puter, and a brief explanation about the experiment was given. The participant was told about the three modes and
could ask about the general rules of the game. No information on how the game is played with the robot was given,
as it should be self-explanatory in the application. To enhance the efficiency of face tracking and speech recogni-
tion, the participant had a white wall in the background and needed to wait for a “beep” sound before speaking.
The participant was warned about this sound. How to rate items on a 7-point Likert scale was explained and the
participant was told that they would have three items to rate for each mode. The participant was informed that they
had to play from 2 to 4 rounds for each mode to have a complete experience. Before each mode, the participant
rated the first ER item. The mode was launched by the researcher, then the two items from UMUX-LITE were rated
by the participant. At the end of the experiment, both open questions were asked to the participant. They were then
thanked for their participation with chocolates. The whole experiment took around 15 to 20 minutes per participant.

4.3. Results

The collected data met the requirements to run a repeated measures Multivariate ANalysis Of VAriance
(MANOVA) that compared the three modes on the i) UMUX-LITE score obtained from Equation (1), ii) expec-
tation rating, and iii) gap between experience and expectation. An overall difference between the three modes was
unveiled, F(6, 6) = 6.823, η2

p = .872, p = .017. Subsequent Bonferroni corrected univariate tests gave more
insights into the significance of each dependent variable taken separately as is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4a presents the estimated marginal means of the UMUX-LITE scores for the three modes. According to
Bangor et al. [6], a score superior or equal to 70 is considered acceptable. The usability scores of mode S and mode H
were close, with a value around 70. Even if mode SH exceeded the other two by 10, S and H still presented correct
usability scores, meaning the application was usable with visual or hearing impairments. In the open questions,

Fig. 4. Estimated marginal means of the three dependent variables – (a) UMUX-LITE score, (b) expectation ratings, and (c) gap between
experience and expectation ratings – for the three modes SH, S, and H with error bars for 95% confidence intervals. The initial study shows that
all of the dependent variables differed across the three modes.
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the majority of participants declared preferring mode SH because it corresponds to what they are used to; thus,
explaining the higher ratings for mode SH.

As demonstrated by Fig. 4b, the average expectation ratings for the three modes were substantially different. The
expectations for mode H were the lowest with an average rating of 3.83. According to the 7-point Likert scale,
it corresponds to the user somewhat disagreeing (3) or having a neutral opinion (4) on the expected application’s
ease of use before trying it. Mode S also showed lower expectations than mode SH. It can be deduced that while
participants expected an application easy to use when able to see and hear, they expected it to be harder when having
a disability, especially a visual impairment.

The second element of interest in ER was the gap between the experiences and expectations of the user for the
different modes. If the gap is positive or negative, it means the experience respectively exceeded or subceeded the
initial expectation. A gap close to 0 indicates that the experience matched the expectations. Figure 4c shows that
experiences largely exceeded expectations for mode H, meaning that the application design was substantially easier
to use than what the participants expected. The experiences almost matched the expectations for modes SH and S.
In average the experience was slightly exceeding expectations in mode SH, and slightly disappointing for mode S.

The results for the three dependent variables reveal that there was a lot of variance among participants. This is
notable, especially in the modes with a disability, as illustrated by the error bars for 95% confidence intervals in
Fig. 4. These intervals suggest that while, on average, the application was perceived as accessible in the modes with
a disability, for a few participants, the experience might have been easier to use or, on the contrary, more challenging.

The answers to the open questions suggest that some participants were overwhelmed by the application in mode
S. The visual elements were numerous and possibly hard to keep track of. This would explain the slightly negative
gap between experience and expectation in mode S. Most participants preferred mode SH, as it is what they are
accustomed to and was more engaging. In contrast, two participants found mode SH to be overwhelming with
the use of multimodality – visuals and sound – making it harder to follow than modes S and H. The majority of
participants disliked mode H the most, as it really differs from what they are accustomed to, and the pauses in the
robot’s speech could be confusing, leaving the participant wondering if they needed to say something or not. In
mode H, four participants felt the game was unfair because they had to state their choice before Haru, which gave
the impression that Haru had an advantage over them.

On the elements to add to make the game more accessible, the choice of interaction with the application was
recurrent. Some participants would have appreciated being able to click on physical buttons instead of stating their
choice aloud in mode H, and some others would have preferred to always speak instead of clicking in modes S and
SH. It was mentioned by several participants that the clicking interaction could be enhanced with a touch screen
instead of a mouse or pad. Concerning the display, the only recurring element found concerned mode S, where it
was suggested that the visuals should be placed more on the same level to prevent having too many places to look
at. Another suggestion was to add more flashy colours or blinking elements to help direct the user’s gaze.

4.4. Discussion

Despite the small number of 12 participants, differences between the three modes: i) see and hear, ii) only see, and
iii) only hear were unveiled in favor of see and hear. The Rock–Paper–Scissors application’s usability was considered
good in all modes. Expectations differed among the modes, with see and hear having the highest expectations and
only hear the lowest. With both see and hear and only see, the application met the participants’ expectations. With
only hear, it performed above expectations. The results from this user-study suggest that the social robot Haru can
support people with a visual or hearing impairment.

The modes with a disability were expected to be harder to use than the modes without one, especially the mode
where the user can only hear. This expectation might have arisen due to participants’ awareness that they would
need to state their choices out loud.

Two comments were very recurrent in the open questions concerning the modes with a disability. In the mode
where the user could only hear, the user had to state their choice out loud, just before the robot. If the participant
lost, it felt unfair because Haru could have chosen its play according to their choice. This might have influenced
the usability score in this mode. As our goal was to provide the same experience in all modes, another method of
interaction should be chosen in order to mitigate this feeling. In the mode where the user could only see, several
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participants mentioned that there were visual information all over the screen and it could be difficult to know where
to look at, and when. This probably caused the slightly negative gap between experience and expectations in this
mode, and surely influenced the usability score. Directing the user’s gaze more should allow us to reduce this
problem.

The overall preference for the mode with see and hear might be due to the participants’ habits. Nevertheless,
a large variance was observed among participants in the modes with a disability. This suggests that in average
participants have found the application accessible and easy to use with a disability while a few of them found
it more challenging. We believe that enhancing the design of the application according to the suggestions in the
open questions will help in reducing the variance among participants. These changes could lead to a more stable
application in terms of user’s satisfaction regarding accessibility. This is what motivated us to continue with a
follow-up study.

5. Study 2: Interacting with one modality for all

In this section, the follow-up study conducted after obtaining the results of the initial study (see Section 4.3)
is presented. It includes the improvements brought to the application’s design, the performed user-study, the new
results obtained, a comparison with the first study, and a discussion.

5.1. Improved design

The recurrent answers from the participants to the open questions in the initial study motivated us to improve the
design of the application and run the study a second time. Our goals were i) to reduce the overall variance among
participants, especially in the modes with a disability, ii) to reduce as much as possible the elements from the first
design that might have disturbed the participants’ experience (i.e., feeling of unfairness in mode H), and iii) to
improve the usability of all modes, especially mode S which had the lowest score in the initial study.

The participants felt that mode H was unfair because of the mode of interaction (speech). Indeed, the participant
had to say their choice out loud before the robot to not harm the speech recognition system. Therefore, if the robot
won, the user felt it was unfair as they thought Haru chose what to play based on their choice. To cope with this
issue, the modes of interaction were changed. We designed a tailored control pad to play the Rock–Paper–Scissors
game, as displayed in Fig. 5. Thanks to this new controller, all modes use the control pad to interact with the robot
instead of having either a buttons board on screen or a speech recognition system. As the participants in our study
did not have any disabilities, they were allowed to see the keys, even in mode H. Indeed, with blind participants,

Fig. 5. Tailored control pad used in the second design to interact with the robot.
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Table 3

Adaptation of the second design for user perception (top part) and interaction (bottom part)

User’s abilities See and hear Only see Only hear

Score board � � ✗

Speech balloon ✗ � ✗

Face tracking � � ✗

Haru says the score ✗ ✗ �
Haru shows its choice � � ✗

Haru states its choice ✗ ✗ �

Physical buttons � � �

Fig. 6. Second design of the Rock–Paper–Scissors application with Haru’s virtual environment for a user only able to see and not hear. For a
user able to see and hear, the interface is similar, without the speech balloon for text. For a user only able to hear and not see, a black screen is
displayed.

3D printed keys recognizable through touch, for instance with braille, would be used. However, sighted people do
not have the habit of recognizing elements through touch alone, and would have to be trained to recognize braille.
Even with time, they would probably not reach the level of reading fluency of braille readers. Therefore, using these
buttons worked with our prototype. It is however important to keep in mind that when moving from prototype to
reality, the keys should be replaced with 3D printed keys that can be recognized through touch alone. The summary
of the adaptation to the different modes for the improved design is presented in Table 3.

To improve the usability of mode S, changes were made following the participants’ suggestions to avoid being
overwhelmed by elements all over the screen, see Fig. 6. First, as the mode of interaction was changed, the buttons
board was removed. Second, the score board was placed closer to the robot and made bigger. The subtitles bar was
replaced by a speech balloon, which reinforces the impression that Haru addresses the user and avoids having the
user feeling like they need to concentrate too much on the bottom part of the screen. Additionally, in order to direct
the user’s gaze more, the score board blinks three times in different colors depending on who won the previous
round: it blinks in green if the user won, in red if Haru won, and in grey if it was a tie.

5.2. Methods

The proceedings for the user-study stayed very similar as the ones for the initial study – cf Section 4.2 – as
we wanted to be able to compare both studies. Once again, 12 participants from the Information and Computing
Sciences from Utrecht University, Utrecht, the Netherlands were recruited. None of the participants from the initial
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Fig. 7. Estimated marginal means of the three dependent variables – (a) UMUX-LITE score, (b) expectation ratings, and (c) gap between
experience and expectation ratings – for the three modes SH, S, and H with error bars for 95% confidence intervals. The follow-up study shows
that all of the dependent variables differed across the three modes.

study participated in the follow-up study. The questionnaires used to evaluate the usability and accessibility of the
different modes stayed the same as for the initial study.

In mode H, even though the participants were not able to see anything on screen, they were still allowed to look
at the buttons to play. Indeed, as mentioned previously, as we were trying to see if all modes appeared as usable and
enjoyable for the users, a participant should be able to try the three modes and thus, none of the participants had a
disability. Otherwise, for mode H, 3D printed keys recognizable through touch would have been used.

5.3. Results

As for the initial study, a repeated measures MANOVA was run to compare the three modes on the following
dependent variables: i) UMUX-LITE score obtained from Equation (1), ii) expectation rating, and iii) gap between
experience and expectation. The analysis once again unveiled an overall difference between the three modes, with
F(6, 6) = 12.801, η2

p = .928, p = .003. In order to investigate each dependent variable separately – as for the
initial study –, subsequent Bonferroni corrected univariate tests followed, see Fig. 7.

As mentioned previously, a UMUX-LITE score superior or equal to 70 is considered acceptable in terms of
usability [6]. Figure 7a, which presents the estimated marginal means of the UMUX-LITE scores for the three
modes, shows that all modes reached a score largely superior to 70. This proves all modes were considered usable
by the participants. Mode SH reached the highest usability score, closely followed by mode H. This was confirmed
in the open questions where the majority of participants declared preferring mode SH and added that mode H was
equally enjoyable and easy to use. Mode S had the lowest score, but still ended up greater than 70.

Figure 7b presents the average expectation ratings for the three modes. The modes with a disability (mode S with
5.58 and H with 5.42) had a slightly lower expectation ratings than mode SH (with 6.5). According to the 7-point
Likert scale, these scores correspond to the user somewhat agreeing (5), agreeing (6), or strongly agreeing (7) on
the expected application’s ease of use before trying it. It can be inferred that while participants did not expect any
mode to be really hard to use, they were more confident about this statement for mode SH – where they are able to
see and hear –, than for the modes with a disability.

Finally, the last dependent variable was the gap between experiences and expectations of the user for each of
the three modes. As previously stated, a gap close to 0 suggests that the experience matched the expectations. On
the contrary, a positive or negative gap indicates that the experience respectively exceeded or subceeded the user’s
expectations. The observable trend on Fig. 7c reveals that the experiences almost matched expectations for modes
SH and S (slightly exceeding them on average), and they largely exceeded expectations in mode H.

The variance among participants appear to be smaller than in the first study for the modes with a disability for the
three dependent variables, as shown by the error bars for 95% confidence intervals in Fig. 7. The most obvious case
is for the UMUX-Lite score. Indeed, Fig. 7a shows that the lower bound of the confidence interval for each mode
is still greater than 70, meaning that we are 95% certain that the application would be considered accessible in all
modes by any user.
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Table 4

Quantitative comparison between the initial study and the follow-up study. The UMUX-LITE scores, expectation ratings, and gaps between
experience and expectation in modes See and Hear (SH), only See (S), and only Hear (H) are reported

Study 1: initial study Study 2: follow-up study

Range Mode Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

UMUX-LITE score [22.9, 87.9] SH 81.13 5.23 84.29 5.33

S 69.84 13.53 77.52 8.15

H 71.65 11.55 83.39 5.58

Expectation rating [1, 7] SH 6.25 0.75 6.50 0.67

S 5.25 1.06 5.58 0.90

H 3.83 1.34 5.42 0.79

Gap experience–expectation [−6, 6] SH 0.42 0.90 0.25 0.87

S −0.25 2.05 0.25 1.36

H 1.75 1.49 1.33 0.65

Regarding the two open questions, no recurring elements were found, except users stating that their preferred
mode was the one where they could see and hear as it is what they are accustomed to. Most of them also mentioned
liking mode H. Two participants actually preferred modes with only one channel (either mode S or H) instead of
the multimodal one, because they liked having to focus on only one channel for information. Two other participants
mentioned that they would have appreciated having the speech balloon on screen in mode SH as well, rather than
only in mode S.

During the experiment, we noticed that in mode S, it was sometimes hard for the participants to know when the
robot was finished speaking, i.e. when they could press one button to play, even with the countdown from 3 to 1
from the robot. This might explain the lower usability score obtained by mode S compared to the other modes. One
participant suggested in the open questions to highlight the text as Haru is speaking to follow its progress and solve
this problem. We believe this would be a relatively easy and beneficial improvement, and intend to implement it in
future work.

5.4. Evaluation: Study 1 and 2 compared

Both studies were run with the same number of 12 participants, equally distributed between genders. Table 4
displays the results obtained for both studies side-by-side for the three dependent variables: i) UMUX-LITE score,
ii) expectation rating, and iii) gap between experience and expectation. The two studies exhibit several similarities.
Notably, all UMUX-LITE scores were consistently at or above 70, indicating all three modes were deemed usable
by the participants. Among the modes, SH attained the highest usability score, while S achieved the lowest, although
still meeting the criteria for accessibility. In terms of expectation ratings, participants expressed higher expectations
for mode SH, i.e. in the absence of disability, compared to modes S and H. The experience–expectation gap was
nearly negligible for modes SH and S in both studies, whereas mode H had a positive gap, meaning that users’
experience exceeded their initial expectations. Furthermore, the follow-up study’s open questions mirrored those of
the initial study by displaying personal preference: a few participants favored single-channel modes, or expressed a
desire to keep speech balloons in mode SH, even though they were able to hear.

Table 4 also highlights some differences observed between the two studies. Firstly, as intended, there was overall
less variance between participants in the second study, especially for the modes with a disability. For the UMUX-
Lite score, the standard deviation dropped from 13.53 to 8.15 in mode S, and from 11.55 to 5.58 in mode H. For
the gap between experience and expectation, the standard deviation dropped from 2.05 to 1.36 in mode S, and from
1.49 to 0.65 in mode H. The same trend is also visible for the expectation rating. This drop in variance shows the
second design of the application lead to a more stable design in terms of user’s satisfaction regarding accessibility.
The follow-up study displayed higher usability scores for all modes, especially mode S improving by 7.68 and mode
H by 11.74. Even though in the open questions the majority of participants still declared preferring mode SH, most
of them added that mode H was equally enjoyable and easy to use, thus, the overall preference for mode SH was
no longer obvious. Additionally, in Study 2, expectations for mode H were higher, similar to those for mode S.
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This was in contrast to Study 1, where mode H was expected to be more challenging than mode S, possibly due to
participants knowing they would have to state their choices out loud. Concerning the experience–expectation gap,
the slightly negative gap obtained for mode S in the first study was eliminated for the second. This added to the
increase in usability score suggest that the improved design was well received. Lastly, in the open questions of the
initial study, most participants felt overwhelmed by mode S due to the multiple visual elements scattered across
the screen. However, this concern was not mentioned by users in the second study, indicating that repositioning
the elements on the screen and guiding the user’s gaze more helped in alleviating that feeling. The other common
comment from participants in the initial study was that mode H felt unfair, as they needed to state their choice out
loud before the robot, Haru. In Study 2, this feeling was addressed by changing the mode of interaction, allowing
the robot to state its choice exactly when the user pressed the button of their choice, effectively removing the sense
of unfairness.

5.5. Discussion

Once again, in a study with 12 participants, differences between the three modes: i) see and hear, ii) only see, and
iii) only hear were unveiled. The results follow a similar trend as in the initial study, thus confirming our findings:
the Rock–Paper–Scissors application’s was considered accessible in all modes. Expectations differed among the
modes, with the modes with a disability reaching lower ones than the mode without one. With both see and hear
and only see, the application met the participants’ expectations. With only hear, it performed above expectations.
The results from this two user-studies clearly indicate that the social robot Haru can support people with a visual or
hearing impairment.

Several alterations were brought to the application’s design between both studies. Notably, the interaction method
(buttons board on screen or speech recognition depending on the modes) was replaced, with all modes transitioning
to a control pad-based interaction. This change aimed at mitigating the feeling of unfairness when the user could
only hear and had to state their choice out loud, before the robot. The fact that the participants could see the keys in
the only hear mode is a limitation as not seeing the keys and having to recognize them through touch alone would
surely influence their experience. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, individuals with sight are not accustomed
to identifying elements solely through touch and would require training to recognize braille. Even with sufficient
time, they may not attain the same level of reading fluency as braille users. Allowing them to visually identify
keys rather than relying on braille reading, which blind participants could have engaged in, was necessary. The
other modifications included relocating the score board and adding a blinking feature to signify score changes. The
subtitles bar was replaced by a speech balloon for the mode in which users could only see. These changes surely
influenced the ratings of the participants in the modes where they were able to see.

The new design with the revised interaction method helped all modes to reach higher usability scores, to reduce
the variance among participants, and to reduce the gap between the modes with a disability and the mode without
one. The mode where the user is only able to see had the lowest usability score, albeit a satisfactory one. This might
be due to the fact that it seemed harder in this mode to know exactly when the robot was finished speaking. As a
participant suggested, it could be mitigated by highlighting the text as Haru speaks to follow its progress.

In both studies, the users’ expectations differed among the modes, with see and hear having the highest expecta-
tions, and the modes with disabilities showing smaller ratings. In the initial study, the difference was more striking
with the mode only hear having a very low expectation ratings compared to the other two modes, which was not the
case in the follow-up study. Nevertheless, the participants were still expecting an application easier to use in the see
and hear mode.

6. General discussion

We investigated the usability of the application in various modes where participants were able to assess the three
modes, compare them, and express their preferences with their reasons and improvement suggestions. Crucially,
we aimed to understand whether the modes designed for users with sensory disabilities could offer an equivalent
experience in terms of completeness, enjoyability, and usability compared to the mode without any disability. To
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achieve this objective, the first open question asked to the participants was “Which mode suited you the best/the
least, and why?”. Hence, it was imperative that participants could thoroughly test all modes, thus making it neces-
sary to recruit participants without any disability. However, we acknowledge that it constitutes a limitation and that
conducting a future study with participants who have impairments would provide additional insights into the ac-
cessibility and user experience of the application. Nevertheless, both studies already highlighted several interesting
aspects. The application was considered accessible in each mode, the expectations were lower when the participants
were in a mode with a disability, and the experiences either matched or exceeded the expectations. The studies
underline the importance of personal preference for the favorite mode of interaction, even though we can discern
a general preference for the multimodal mode, with see suggested to be the most important aspect (cf. [59]) in the
initial study.

In both user-studies, the number of participants was small with 12 participants for each study. However, the
statistical tests we performed gave us significant results. Indeed, the convention is to take a significance level α of
0.05, which allows to generalize on the results with a 95% confidence if the obtained p-value is smaller than α. In
our case, all the statistical tests resulted in a p-value largely smaller than 0.05. The highest p-value obtained across
all the presented tests had a value of 0.023. In other words, we are more than 95% confident (precisely more than
97.7% confident, in relation to the highest p-value of 0.023) that the differences we found with our samples of 12
participants are representative of the population and can be generalized.

The social robot Haru can be considered as an embodied intelligent agent with a role of first point of contact,
manager, or butler in an Intelligent Environment (IE). The virtual environment of the robot was used in this re-
search, but all elements could be moved to a physical IE: the different windows on the computer can be replaced by
actual screens and the robot’s camera and microphone would be used instead of the computer’s one. The simulation
provides a different experience from the real robot regarding the interaction itself. However, it does not change the
functionality we are investigating which is having an intelligent agent managing the modalities to use for inputs and
outputs to adapt to user’s sensory abilities. Besides, using the simulated robot helps to avoid a “wow-effect” for par-
ticipants who have never been in the presence of a robot before, and to avoid the user familiarity bias for participants
who may have preconceived notions or biases towards robots. As user acceptance towards social robots is not the
purpose of this research, removing or diminishing these biases can be beneficial. Future work in an actual IE with
a design based on this prototype would give more insights into how the use of an IE can promote universal access
with a social robot as intelligent agent. The control pad used in the second study helped removing the feeling of
unfairness in the game and should therefore be kept. In the IE, they should be 3D printed and recognizable through
touch to suit users with a visual impairment. Wearable sensors could be added to enhance Haru’s knowledge of the
current physiological and affective state of the user [55].

Two sensory disabilities are included in this study, but universal access should consider many more and cover
cases of multiple disabilities. A user could be able to see and hear, but not to click or press buttons, so speech recog-
nition should be available in all modes. However speech recognition is not always adapted either, for instance if a
user has a speech disorder [33,34]. Other ways to interact with the robot could be developed such as eye tracking,
movement sensing technologies or haptic devices [23,33]. Several factors can be thought of for the manner of per-
ceiving information, such as choosing visuals, sounds, or both. Other elements could be tuned such as paralinguistic
aspects of speech [55] and the speed of speech of the robot to avoid an application going too fast for an individual,
or too slow with too many long pauses [8].

Abilities are different for each individual. In addition to impairments, a neurodevelopmental condition, such as
autism, can lead to an alteration in how sensory information is processed [10]. Physical and cognitive abilities are
also not stable, they vary throughout life with ageing leading to a decrease in these abilities. IE should adapt to suit
the user by meeting their changing requirements [50,52]. In Section 2, three methods to provide accessible tech-
nology devices were discussed: post-development accessibility features, assistive technologies, and ability-based
design (cf Fig. 1). Post-development accessibility features impose a delay before the devices can be accessible and
rarely provides a complete access to the system. Assistive technologies allow the user to employ the system, but
the users themselves have the burden to adapt to the system. Ability-based design [60,61], which was the principle
used in this paper, frees the user of this burden by having the system adapting to their abilities. Future work could
focus on automated ability-based design via the automated assessment of user abilities. The user should also be
able to communicate their preferences. The application should adapt accordingly by providing a suitable method
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of interaction. In such an IE, Haru can act as manager and relay the information to the different devices to manage
inputs and outputs selected modalities.

The need for universal access for next generation interfaces is paramount if we want to avoid social exclusion
for different groups of users. Carrying on this research with more interaction methods and modalities can lead to
covering more disabilities and help getting closer to universally accessible digital environments.

7. Conclusion

This study proposed a prototype with an adapted multimodal design for an application of Rock–Paper–Scissors
with the social robot Haru. To be adaptive to different sensory disabilities, the game had three distinct modes where
the user could either see and hear, only see, or only hear. Both of the performed user-studies showed significant
results on several levels, each following the same trend which helped confirming our findings. It suggested that
users expected the application to be harder to use when put into a condition with a disability. In the first study, it
appeared to be especially the case with a visual impairment. In the end, the users’ expectations were either matched
or exceeded because the application was on average thought to be accessible in all modes.

At a time where technology has become omnipresent and does not cease to advance, it is essential to make sure
that all users – including people with disabilities and older adults – are given the same access to these technologies
and do not become socially excluded. The findings from this research indicate that making use of multimodality
with a social robot in IE to promote accessibility is promising as it showed to perform well in terms of usability
on our application. Besides, the open questions suggested that user preferences are crucial to take into account to
ensure user satisfaction. An intelligent agent embodied as a social robot, such as Haru, can act as the manager of
the IE by taking into account both the user’s (dis)abilities and preferences, and selecting accordingly the inputs and
outputs modalities for interaction to ensure a suitable communication with the user.
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